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Robin McDonnell's turbulent 'Affects/Effects'
By Kenneth Baker  Published 4:00 am, Saturday, February 13, 2010

Bay Area painter Robin McDonnell confronts the problem of making new work in what amounts to a period idiom: Abstract Expressionism. Signs of the
struggle involved surface in her recent paintings at Brian Gross.

The struggle is no longer one of resuscitating the New York School's "heroic" address to blank canvas and all that its emptiness might symbolize, but of painting
improvisationally without falling into pastiche, nostalgia or academicism. Even looking at a painting as vivid as "Affect/Effect - Warm: Green, Purple" (2009), you
can feel McDonnell dodging pitfalls as much as driving to some artistic destination of her own.

"Affect/Effect - Warm: Green, Purple" typifies her method of troweling color around the canvas, mostly wet into wet, leaving a surface on which we can barely
distinguish accretion from effacement.

She resorts to a kind of pinwheel composition in the larger paintings, evidently trying for dynamism without the emotionalism ascribed to New York School
painting in its heyday. By this sort of turbulence minus expressiveness, she apparently means to avoid the irony implicit in any revival of a period style. The results
have something - but not quite enough - of the investigative tenor of Gerhard Richter's late abstractions, which treat paint as if all of its expressive potential lay
embedded in the material itself and the cultural history of responses to it.

"Decorative materialism" might best describe McDonnell's work. The strength of her manner lies in its refusal to deny abstract painting's nature as elaboration of a
surface with physical stuff - plus the optical stuff of color - and decisions. But the animation of this strength gives her trouble, which leaves her recent work feeling
more instructive than enlivening. However, to see such difficulties played out openly has its own value, for which the painter and her gallery share credit.
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"Affect/Effect -- Warm: Green, Purple" (2009) oil on canvas over panel by Robin McDonnell 54"x 51"
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Lutz and Muybridge at Koch: New York photographer Joshua Lutz presents at Koch works from two series, "Meadowlands" and "AmStarDam."

The first, which sprang from Lutz's curiosity about labor leader Jimmy Hoffa's still unexplained disappearance, looks at the Jersey meadows, the vast stretch of
New Jersey marshland familiar to anyone who has traveled between Manhattan and Newark Airport.

Lutz never found Hoffa, but he did happen on a corpse, face down in the water, and recorded it with sober ambiguity in "Body" (2007).

The picture shocks by its literalness and raises two sorts of questions: what happened after Lutz took the picture, and whether it should inflect our response to
staged pictures such as Jeff Wall's "Dead Troops Talk ..." (1992) and "Night" (2001).

"Body" nearly unbalances Lutz's show by forcefully reawakening qualms about the camera as, in some sense, a death-dealing instrument.

After a look at "Body," his picture of an airplane in takeoff can set the imagination racing with thoughts of terroristic opportunity, though the color, the strange
light and jumble of landscape features plainly interest Lutz most.

Because he uses an 8-by-10 view camera, Lutz gets a richness of color that makes even the bleak Dutch landscape "Windmills" (2009) a pleasure to dwell on.

His color and his vision evoke those of his mentor, Stephen Shore, but Lutz apparently also has his eye on other contemporaries, such as Wall, Jeff Brouws and
Alec Soth, who grew up in times different from Shore's.

Koch also presents a selection of the canonical "Motion Studies" of humans and other animals made in Palo Alto in the 1880s by Eadweard Muybridge (1830-
1904). They foreshadow so many aspects of the contemporary world that they never cease to fascinate.

Robin McDonnell: Affect/Effect: Paintings. Through Feb. 27. Brian Gross Fine Art, 49 Geary St., S.F. (415) 788-1050. www.briangrossfineart.com.

Joshua Lutz: Photographs; Eadweard Muybridge: Motion Studies: Collotypes. Through March 27. Robert Koch Gallery, 49 Geary St., S.F. (415) 421-0122,
www.kochgallery.com.
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